
A NOTE ON GROTHENDIECK DUALITY THEOREMPETR H�AJEKAbstrat. We prove that the anonial mapping Y � 
� X ! (L(X;Y ); �)�in the Grothendiek duality theorem is not always injetive. This answers aquestion posed in the book by Defant and Floret.An important result in the topologial theory of tensor produts is the theorem ofGrothendiek, whih gives a desription the linear topologial dual of the spae ofbounded linear operators L(X;Y ), equipped with the topology of uniform onver-gene on ompat sets.Theorem 0.1. (Grothendiek) Let X;Y be Banah spaes. By � we denote the LCStopology on L(X;Y ) of uniform onvergene on ompat sets in X. The ontinuouslinear funtionals on (L(X;Y ); �) onsist of all�(T ) = 1Xi=1hy�i ; Txii; xi 2 X; y�i 2 Y �; 1Xi=1 kxikky�i k <1 (1)This formulation of Grothendiek theorem is taken from [LT℄ (Prop. 1.e.3.). Its ad-vantage is that it uses only standard funtional analyti language, and in partiularit is not relying on tensor produts. However, it is more natural to rephrase thisresult using the language of the theory of tensor produts in the following way: Theanonial mapping (whih is desribed by the formula (1)) Y �
�X ! (L(X;Y ); �)�is surjetive. This is the formulation to be found in [DF℄ (Prop. 5.5). A naturalquestion immediately follows, namely is the anonial mapping above also injetive?In their book, Defant and Floret [DF℄ (p. 65) pose this problem expliitly, alongwith some partial positive solutions (see below). Of ourse, a positive solutionwould provide a useful duality pair ready for proving more isomorphisms, apartfrom its obvious elegane.The main result of this note is a negative solution to this problem. This is ahievedby ombining some known results in the theory of tensor produts. As a mainingredient we are using the existene of a Banah spae X with the approximationproperty, suh that X� fails to have the A.P.. The onstrution of suh a spaerelies of ourse on the fundamental result of Eno [E℄, and is shown e.g. in [LT℄(Thm. 1.e.7.) (using the method of [J℄ and [L℄). Alternatively, one an use thespae onstruted in [FJ℄.We are also using an equivalent ondition desribing when X� has an A.P., whih isalmost ertainly known to the speialists in the �eld, but whih we have not foundexpliitly in the literature. Before being able to formulate our results and proofs,in order to make the note understandable to non-speialists in tensor produts,we need to reall some known results. Most of these are ontained in the books[DF℄, [Ja℄ and [LT℄. We assume that the reader is familiar with the algebrai tensorDate: Marh 2009.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 46B28, 46A32.Key words and phrases. projetive tensor produt, duality.Supported by grants: Institutional Researh Plan AV0Z10190503, GA �CR 201/07/0394,A100190801. 1
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A NOTE ON GROTHENDIECK DUALITY THEOREM 2produt of two Banah spaes X 
 Y . We reall that a ouple hL(X;Y �); X 
 Y iforms a duality pair de�ned as follows. For T 2 L(X;Y �), z =Pni=1 xi
yi 2 X
Yput hT; zi = nXi=1hT (xi); yii: (2)The pairing enables us to introdue a projetive norm � on X 
 Y as follows.De�nition 0.2. Let X;Y be Banah spaes. We de�ne a projetive norm �(�) onX 
 Y for z 2 X 
 Y as follows:�(z) = supfhT; zi; kTk � 1; T 2 L(X;Y �)g: (3)We denote by X 
� Y the projetive tensor produt, that is the ompletion of (X 
Y; �).A more onrete desription of the elements of X 
� Y uses in�nite series.Proposition 0.3. ([DF℄, Chap. 3) Let X;Y be Banah spaes. Every elementz 2 X
�Y admits a representation z =P1i=1 xi
yi, suh thatP1i=1 kxikkyik <1(WLOG (kxik) 2 0 and (kyik) 2 `1) and�(z) = inff 1Xi=1 kxikkyik : z = 1Xi=1 xi 
 yig (4)Moreover, we haveProposition 0.4. ([DF℄, Chap. 3) Let X;Y be Banah spaes. Then the anonialdual pairing gives a topologial linear duality(X 
� Y )� = L(X;Y �): (5)Closely onneted to the projetive tensor produt X�
� Y is the notion of nulearoperator.De�nition 0.5. Let X;Y be Banah spaes. An operator T : X ! Y is allednulear if there exists a ouple of sequenes fx�i g1i=1 in X�, and fyig1i=1 in Y , suhthat P1i=1 kx�i kkyik <1 and Tx =P1i=1hx�i ; xiyi. We introdue the nulear normN(T ) = inff 1Xi=1 kx�i kkyik : Tx = 1Xi=1hx�i ; xiyig: (6)By N (X;Y ) we denote the spae of all nulear operators, with the nulear norm.It is well-known that N (X;Y ) is a Banah spae. Let J :P1i=1 x�i 
yi !P1i=1 x�i 
yi be the formal identity mapping de�ned for all pairs of sequenes fx�i ; g1i=1 2 X�,fyig1i=1 2 Y suh that P1i=1 kx�i kkyik < 1. As we have seen above suh seriesrepresent all elements of X� 
� Y as well as of N (X;Y ).Proposition 0.6. ([DF℄, Chap. 3)The formal identity J is a well-de�ned quotient mapping J : X�
� Y ! N (X;Y ).More preisely, let z =P1i=1 x�i 
 yi be a representation of z 2 X� 
� Y , then thenulear operator T represented by the same sum J(z)T = J( 1Xi=1 x�i 
 yi); T (x) = 1Xi=1 x�i (x)yi; (7)is independent of the onrete representation of the tensor z.We pass now to a desription of the topology � , and its lose relationship to theapproximation property.



A NOTE ON GROTHENDIECK DUALITY THEOREM 3De�nition 0.7. Let X;Y be Banah spaes. By � we denote the LCS topologyon L(X;Y ) of uniform onvergene on ompat sets in X, generated by seminormskTkK, K � X norm ompat set.De�nition 0.8. We say that a Banah spae X has the approximation property(A.P. for short), if Id 2 F� (X)Next theorem ontains a list of onditions haraterizing the A.P. for a Banahspae X . It ombines some onditions from Thm. 1.e.4. of [LT℄ and Theorem 5.6of [DF℄.Theorem 0.9. (Grothendiek)Let X be a Banah spae. The following onditions are equivalent:1. X has the A.P..2. For every Banah spae Y , F� (X;Y ) = L(X;Y ).3. For every Banah spae Y , F� (Y;X) = L(Y;X).4. J : X� 
� X ! N (X) is injetive, or equivalently it is an isometry.5. For every Banah spae Y , J : Y � 
� X ! N (Y;X) is injetive, or equivalentlyit is an isometry.The next theorem is almost ertainly known to the speialists. As we have notfound an expliit referene, we inlude its proof for the readers onveniene.Theorem 0.10. Let X be a Banah spae. The following onditions are equivalent:1. X� has AP.2. For every Banah spae Y , J : X� 
� Y ! N (X;Y ) is an isometry.Proof. It is well-known ([Ja℄, p.326) that the formal transposition mapping t :E
�F ! F
�E, t(P1i=1 ei
fi) =P1i=1 fi
ei is an isometri linear isomorphism.Next, we note that N (X;X��) and N (X�; X�) are anonially isometri, via thetransposition of their elements z =P1i=1 x�i 
 x��i $ z0 =P1i=1 x��i 
 x�i . Indeed,N (X;X��) is a quotient (via J) of X� 
� X��, while N (X�; X�) is a quotient(via J 0) of the isometri transpose t(X� 
� X��) = X�� 
� X�. The kernels aredesribed as follows.Ker(J) = fz = 1Xi=1 x�i 
 x��i : 1Xi=1 x�i (x)x��i = 0 for all x 2 Xg: (8)Ker(J 0) = fz0 = 1Xi=1 x��i 
 x�i : 1Xi=1 x��i (x�)x�i = 0 for all x� 2 X�g: (9)Both of these onditions are indeed equivalent to a single ondition z 2 Ker(J),t(z) 2 Ker(J 0), if and only if P1i=1 x��i (x�)x�i (x) = 0 for all x 2 X; x� 2 X�.Substituting Y = X�� into ondition 2., and using the transposition we may trans-form 2. into an equivalent statement, that J 0 : X�� 
� X� ! N (X�; X�) is anisometry. By ondition 4. of Theorem 0.9 we onlude that X� has the A.P..It remains to show 1: ) 2: Let 0 6= z = P1i=1 x�i 
 yi 2 X� 
� Y , our goalis to show that J(z) 6= 0. WLOG we may assume that P1i=1 kyik < 1 andlimi!1 kx�i k = 0. (Reall that J(z) is a nulear operator, so in partiular is italso a ompat operator from X to Y ). We proeed by ontradition, assumingthat J(z)(y) = P1i=1 x�i (x)yi = 0 for all x 2 X . Given " > 0, by ondition 3. inTheorem 0.9 (it is well-known that fx�i g1=1 is ontained into some ompat set, [F℄),there is a F = nXk=1u��k 
 u�k 2 F(X�); suh that supi kF (x�i )� x�i k < ": (10)



A NOTE ON GROTHENDIECK DUALITY THEOREM 4We let z0 =P1i=1 F (x�i )
yi 2 X�
� Y . Note the important fat that z0 2 X�
Yis atually a �nite tensor. Indeed,z0 = 1Xi=1( nXk=1 u��k (x�i )u�k)
 yi = nXk=1 u�k 
 ( 1Xi=1 u��k (x�i )yi): (11)Next, J(z0) satis�es the following:J(z0)(x) = 1Xi=1hF (x�i ); xiyi = 1Xi=1hx�i ; F �(x)iyi = 0; for every x 2 X: (12)Hene J(z0) = 0, as an element of K(X;Y ), and sine z0 is also a �nite tensor weonlude that z0 = 0 as an element of X� 
� Y . Hene we have an estimate�(z) = �(z � z0) = �( 1Xi=1 x�i 
 yi � 1Xi=1 F (x�i )
 yi) � " 1Xi=1 kyik: (13)Sine " was arbitrarily small, we onlude that �(z) = 0 as desired. It is lear bythe Banah open mapping theorem that J is an isomorphism. One we know thatJ is an isomorphism, we obtain that it is atually an isometry for free. Indeed, wemay pass from a a nulear representation to a tensor one freely and get the normestimate. �By Proposition 0.4 (and the transposition isometry Y � 
� X = t(X 
� Y �)) wehave (Y � 
� X)� = L(X;Y ��). Denote by i : L(X;Y ) ! L(X;Y ��) the formalidentity embedding. Then we have the following.Lemma 0.11. The mappingi : (L(X;Y ); �) ! (L(X;Y ��); w�) (14)is ontinuous. In partiular, the dual mappingi� : Y � 
� X ! (L(X;Y ); �)� (15)is w � w� ontinuous (the topologies ome from the duality pairs desribed above).Proof. By Proposition 0.3 every z 2 Y �
�X admits a representation z =P1i=1 y�i 
xi, suh that (kxik) 2 0 and (ky�i k) 2 `1. Let K = onvfxig1i=1 be a ompatand onvex set in X . Let U be a � -open set in L(X;Y ) de�ned as U = fT :supx2K kT (x)k < 1g. Clearly, T 2 U implies jy�(T (x))j < ky�k for all y� 2 Y �,x 2 K. Thus jhT;P1i=1 y�i 
 xiij � P1i=1 ky�i k < 1 for all T 2 U , whih �nishesthe proof. The seond result follows by duality. �The following is a more omplete formulation of the Grohtendiek duality result inTheorem 0.1.Theorem 0.12. (Grothendiek, [DF℄, Prop. 5.5)The mapping i� : Y �
�X ! (L(X;Y ); �)� from (15) is surjetive. In other words,the ontinuous linear funtionals on (L(X;Y ); �) onsist of all�(T ) = 1Xi=1hy�i ; Txii; xi 2 X; y�i 2 Y �; 1Xi=1 kxikky�i k <1 (16)In some ases, the mapping i� is injetive, leading to a perfet duality pairing. Forexample:



A NOTE ON GROTHENDIECK DUALITY THEOREM 5Theorem 0.13. ([DF℄, p. 65) Let X;Y be Banah spaes. Suppose that eitherX or Y � has the A.P., or that Y is reexive. Then the mapping i� : Y � 
� X !(L(X;Y ); �)� from (15) is injetive. In partiular, we may write (L(X;Y ); �)� =Y � 
� X. The pairing is anonial,hz; T i = 1Xi=1hy�i ; Txii; T 2 L(X;Y ); z = 1Xi=1 y�i 
 xi 2 Y � 
� X: (17)Our main result is ontained in the next haraterization.Theorem 0.14. Let Y be a Banah spae with the A.P.. Then the mapping i� :Y � 
� X ! (L(X;Y ); �)� from (15) is injetive if and only if Y � has the A.P.Proof. We �rst assume the injetivity of i�. Our goal is to establish that Y � hasthe A.P.. By using Theorem 0.10, it suÆes to show that J : Y � 
� X ! N (Y;X)is an isometry for every Banah spae X . Reall thatKer(i�) = fz = 1Xi=1 y�i 
 xi : hz; Si = 1Xi=1hy�i ; S(xi)i = 0; for all S 2 L(X;Y )g(18)As Y is assumed to have the A.P., we have by ondition 3. in Theorem 0.9 thatfor every X , F� (X;Y ) = L(X;Y ). Thus by the bipolar and Hahn-Banah theorem(18) is equivalent to the next ondition.Ker(i�) = fz = 1Xi=1 y�i 
 xi : hz; Si = 1Xi=1hy�i ; S(xi)i = 0; for all S 2 F(X;Y )g(19)Next, ompare this ondition with the ondition desribing the kernel of J :Ker(J) = fz = 1Xi=1 y�i 
 xi : hT; zi = 1Xi=1hT (y�i ); xii = 0; for all T 2 Fw�(Y �; X�)g(20)We laim that (19) and (20) are equivalent onditions. Indeed, it suÆes tonote that taking the adjoints S ! S� makes an isometry from F(X;Y ) ontoFw�(Y �; X�), and thus a reformulation of (19)Ker(i�) = fz = 1Xi=1 y�i 
 xi : hz; Si = 1Xi=1hS�(y�i ); xii = 0; for all S 2 F(X;Y )g(21)is preisely (20). Sine i� is assumed to be injetive, so is J . It is lear by theBanah open mapping theorem that J is an isomorphism. One we know thatJ is an isomorphism, we obtain that it is atually an isometry for free. Indeed,we may pass from a a nulear representation to a tensor one freely and get thenorm estimate. This proves that Y � has indeed the A.P.. The opposite impliationfollows from Theorem 0.13. �As pointed out in the introdution, there do exist Banah spaes with A.P. whosedual fails A.P.. Therefore we obtain a negative solution to the original problem.Corollary 0.15. Let Y be a Banah spae with the A.P., whose dual Y � fails theA.P.. Then there exists a Banah spae X suh that i� : Y �
� X ! (L(X;Y ); �)�is not injetive.
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